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CD roundup: So many great albums, so little time

September 6, 11:46 AM Oakland Jazz Music Examiner Brian McCoy
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Album: “One Way/Detour” Artist: Bob Albanese Trio with Ira Sullivan Label: ZOHO
Music Lowdown: Simply put, it is only with great difficulty that I have been able wedge this
CD out of my player. New York-based pianist Albanese has a wide and impressive resume,
having worked as a session musician, composed 50-plus commercial jingles and
accompanied Ben Vereen. “One Way/Detour” finds him recording with the rhythm section of
Tom Kennedy (bass) and Willard Dyson (drums) and saxophonist Sullivan on a collection
of original compositions as well as tunes by Thelonious Monk and Lionel Hampton.
Infectious, captivating performances all around.
Irish Times – August 28, 2009 print edition
http://www.irishtimes.com/newspaper/theticket/2009/0828/1224253374997.html

Albanese names Evans, Corea, Jarrett, Hancock and Clare Fischer as major influences,
but this distinctive pianist is more than the sum of his mentors. At 52 and making his leader
debut on CD, that’s how it should be, and Albanese’s lines, harmonic sense and
compositions bear the mark of a definite musical personality. The later Evans trios are
echoed in the charged interaction of Albanese, Tom Kennedy (bass) and Willard Dyson
(drums), but though they work within mainstream/bop norms, theirs is a contemporary
flexibility with time and harmony. The results are a striking example of what happens when
fine craftsmen find something personal and vigorously spontaneous to say with a language
that’s been around for a couple of generations. Though the veteran reedman Ira Sullivan
guests on five tracks, this is really all about Albanese and his trio.
Jazz Improv NY – July 2009 edition, page 6.
http://www.jazzimprov.com/guides/ji_nyc_V05N01.pdf
Ira Gitler’s – Apple Chorus

Pianist Bob Albanese, in support of the release of his new Zoho CD,
One Way Detour, brought the group that recorded it to Smalls on
June 2. In his doing so we were treated to a rare New York
appearance by Ira Sullivan, who rarely ventures out of Florida, the
state where One Way Detour was recorded. With bassist Tom
Kennedy and drummer Willard Dyson (Albanese’s stalwart regulars)
the quartet played selections from the CD with fire and tenderness in
the appropriate places. Albanese’s writing and playing proved one
more time that there are ways of mining the mainstream in fresh
ways. In Sullivan he had one of the most brilliant and versatile
musicians ever to step on a bandstand. On this night, as on the disk,
Ira played tenor and soprano saxophones and (on Monk’s “Ugly
Beauty,” a mesmerizing duet with Bob) alto flute. The entire set was
“live jazz” that consistently lived up to that title.

http://www.jazzchicago.net/reviews/2009/QuickHits4.html
Bob Albanese Trio with Ira Sullivan(ZOHO)It is always a treat to discover a great musician that you
have never heard of before. Bob Albanese is a veteran pianist/composer and arranger who has played with
The Duke Ellington Orchestra, Buddy Rich, Anita O'Day, Wayne Marsh, Bob Mover, Ben Vereen and
many more. He has appeared in countless commercials and as a solo pianist at the Rainbow Room in
NYC. I was introduced to his work on this new album, and I must say I can't believe that he has not
received more attention in the past, because this album is an impressive one. One might say the presence
of the always-welcome Ira Sullivan on sax and flute is the drawing card, but the stellar trio work of
Albanese, bassist Tom Kennedy and drummer Willard Dyson is so good that the appearance of Sullivan
is the frosting on this already well-baked cake. This is a solid and quite pleasing collection of Albanesepened originals and covers, including an outstanding version of Monk's "Ugly Beauty," transposed to 4/4
time and showcasing Sullivan's luminous flute. Albanese takes "straight-ahead" (I hate that term) jazz and
pushes it to the limits with fascinating and rich harmonic directions and time changes. His playing on the
piano is a joyous revelation (he "dances" on the keys) and he is strongly supported by the fine playing by
the veteran duo of Kennedy and Dyson. Check out the metamorphosed samba on "Morning Nocturne" as
just one example. In the liner notes, Sullivan explains that these tracks were mostly recorded in one take
with no rehearsal and as a result the music is fresh and alive. He also brought the old tune "Yesterday's
Gardenias" (associated with Glenn Miller), which is a brilliant and swinging highlight. Tough to get this
one out of the CD player. Hopefully this release will direct more attention to this talented pianist and bring
him out from under the radar. w
 ww.zohomusic.com (written by Brad Walseth)
CD Review: http://www.jazzweekly.com/
By George W. Harris
Pianist Bob Albanese leads an intricate and precise trio through a series of contradictorilytitled originals and standards. Clever titles like “Major Minority,” “Midnight Nocturne and
“Joyful Noise” would merely dismissed as gimmicks if it werenʼt for the alacrity and
sophistication of this tightly wound trio. There is a density and percussive activity between all
three artists that make the music feel like a fully loaded Porsche veering through an obstacle
course. The band relaxes a bit when Ira Sullivan joins in with his rich chocolate tenor on
“Yesterdayʼs Gardenas” his soprano sax alto flute on a lovely reading of Monkʼs “Ugly
Beauty,” and his alto flute on the nuanced classic “Midnight Sun.” Albanese himself has a very
precise and auburn toned touch, which works well with these labyrinth creations. Complex,
but it keeps you quite intrigued for many listenings.

CD Review:
http://www.louisvillemusicnews.net/webmanager/index.php?WEB_CAT_ID=49&storyid=5631&headlin
e=Jazzin'
Bob Albanese Trio with Ira Sullivan: One Way/Detour (Zoho ZM 200905, www.zohomusic.com) Pianist
Bob Albanese is a New York-based pianist who recorded this album during time off from a gig in
Florida backing Ben Vereen. He is joined by bassist Tom Kennedy, drummer Willard Dyson, and
special guest saxophonist and flutist Ira Sullivan. Albanese, in both his playing and composition, mixes
mainstream modern piano with more adventurous styles, to splendid effect. All but three of the 10
songs are originals. Sullivan sounds more like a member of a working group than a guest, as he fits in
perfectly. A standout is the piano/soprano sax duet on Lionel Hampton's "Midnight Sun." Fans of
modern jazz, and long-time followers of Sullivan, should enjoy this outing.
Martin Z. Kasdan Jr.
Jazz Columnist
Louisville Music News

CD Review: http://www.allaboutjazz.com/php/article.php?id=33464
By John Patten
In 2008, pianist Bob Albanese took his trio into a studio to do an unplanned recording while performing
in Florida, spinning a collection of first and second takes with saxophonist Ira Sullivan that became
One Way/Detour.
As a composer, Albanese uses rhythm to lay the groundwork for his compositions. He builds on spare
harmonic and modal ideas, which are bolstered by steady support from Tom Kennedy on bass and
Willard Dyson on drums, to create solid original works. The group doesn't stray far from traditional
arrangements on the standards and covers on the release, but serves them up in competent fashion.
Sullivan first appears on “Yesterday's Gardenias,” where he uses smooth bebop lines on tenor sax to
rework the melody, adding a touch of the blues before Albanese solos. Sullivan appears occasionally
unsure of where he's going, but then since the recording was not rehearsed, it adds to the charm. He
is featured on the release's covers--Thelonious Monk's “Ugly Beauty,” “Midnight Sun” by Sonny Burke,
Lionel Hampton and Johnny Mercer--and two versions of Albanese's “Friendly Fire.”
The release includes seven takes on Albanese compositions, all of which are mid-tempo modal
outings. Albanese finds a lot of room to work within these constraints, however, and seldom seems at
a loss for ideas.
“Morning Nocturne”--featuring a hypnotic descending piano melody line, harmonized by Kennedy, that
cycles around as Albanese improvises over it--really pops. The effect is simultaneously energizing and
relaxing.
Although solidly done throughout, the musicians feel a bit timid--whether because of their playing or
the mixing it's hard to tell. Kennedy's solos, for example, barely stand out against the comping and
percussion supporting him on several tunes.
These points may be reflections of the unusual circumstances noted in the liner notes for the
recording, which suggest the date was almost as improvised as the tunes. If that's the case, the Bob
Albanese Trio has a lot going for it--credible musicianship, solid improvisations and Albanese's original
compositions.
Track Listing: Major Minority; Yesterday's Gardenias; One Way/Detour; Morning Nocturne; Joyful
Noise; Ugly Beauty; Waiting for Louis; Midnight Sun; Friendly Fire; More Friendly Fire.
Personnel: Bob Albanese: piano; Tom Kennedy: bass; Willard Dyson: drums; Ira Sullivan: tenor sax
(2, 9, 10), soprano sax (8), alto flute (6), percussion (4).

CD Review: Drumhead, May-June 2009, pg. 102
Bob Albanese’s debut trio recording is a masterpiece of intricate modern straight-ahead jazz in
the Bill Evans tradition features five-time Grammy nominee, multi-instrumentalist Ira
Sullivan on sax and flute. On the album Albanese exploits the creative juxtaposition of
opposites and oxymoron’s in his own compositions as on the title track, “Morning Nocturne”
and “Midnight Sun.” Drummer Willard Dyson came on the New York scene in 1986 and has
played with groups and individuals from Michael Franks and Jimmy Scott to the Boys Choir of
Harlem.

Jazz Improv NY – June 2009 edition, page 66.
http://www.jazzimprov.com/guide/

http://www.OsPlaceJazz.com
CD Review: Bob Albanese - One Way/Detour
3/4
O's Notes: Bob is a pianist, one of many very talented veteran musicians who keep the New York jazz
scene vibrant. Tom Kennedy (b) and Willard Dyson (d) make up the rest of his trio. Featured artist, Ira
Sullivan is the more known member of the band having made waves in Chicago during the 1950s. He
has lived in Florida since then but has remained active and vibrant as evidenced here. Albanese
invited Ira to record this CD while his trio was touring in Florida. They play as if they have been
together forever, a testament to their skills. The program includes a mix of mostly originals with a few
covers. They swing all the way through keeping the music lively and flowing. The musicians seem to
be enjoying themselves; no anger here! We liked the title track, "Yesterday's Gardenias" and the
bubbly spirit of "Waiting For Louis" best.
D. Oscar Groomes, O's Place Jazz Newsletter

L.A. Jazz Scene, May 2009 – Issue No. 260, Pg. 15
Waxing Poetic Reviews, by Scott Yanow
Pianist Bob Albanese performs straightahead jazz throughout One Way/Detour but often displays
original chord voicings, unexpected polyrhythms and fresh ideas. He is joined by bassist Tom
Kennedy and drummer Willard Dyson with Ira Sullivan making the group a quartet on six of the ten
selections with three appearances on tenor and one apiece on soprano (“Midngiht Sun” is a sopranopiano duet), alto flute (Thelonious Monk’s “Ugly Beauty”), and percussion. Sullivan is a joy whenever
he plays and it was his idea to revive the obscure but superior swing era piece “Yesterday’s
Gardenias.” But it is to Bob Albanese’s credit that he is not overshadowed. His inventive piano
playing makes him one to watch for in the future, and One Way/Detour a CD to pick up.

Jazz and Blues Report – May 2009, Issue 316, page 14
New York City-based pianist Bob Albanese makes his Zoho label debut in a trio
setting with Tom Kennedy on bass and Willard Dyson on drums for a 10-tune set of
mostly originals. Ira Sullivan (tenor and soprano sax, alto flute, percussion)
guests on six tunes.
Albanese’s self produced the tidy straight-ahead studio set in January 2008 during
two days off from a gig in Palm Beach, Florida.
Albanese’s linear style shines on this outing. His unpredictable improvisations
confirm his creativity on the keys, especially notable on his original, “Joyful
Noise,” written for a Latin jazz band (Café Simpatico) formed for a six-week U.S.
State Department Jazz Ambassador tour in 2003. In addition to Albanese originals,
the trio also performs “Ugly Beauty”, one of the leader’s favorite Thelonious Monk
tunes. Written by Monk in ¾ time, the trio performs the gem here in 4/4 time and
enhances it with Sullivan’s alto flute. One of the most familiar tunes is Lionel
Hampton’s “Midnight Sun,” performed as a graceful piano/sax duo by Albanese and
Sullivan.
Based in New York since 1980, Albanese completed his B.M. and M.M. on a scholarship
grant in May 2005 at Manhattan School of Music in Jazz Composition. He has worked
with a wide variety of musicians, has toured the U.S. and overseas and performed
for a number of years as house pianist for the legendary Rainbow Room. He has four
recordings under his name and has appeared on more than 50 other recordings. He is
presently accompanist for Ben Vereen, performing with him regularly as group
pianist and as solo accompanist for Vereen’s keynote speaking/performing
engagements.
Albanese shows a skillful, inventive, warm approach in any tempo. Both Dyson and
Kennedy are seasoned players who have polished their chops with top musicians.
This is an exceptionally listenable recording that will have you wondering where
this very talented pianist has been hiding all these years. – Nancy Ann Lee

http://209.85.135.132/search?q=cache:tO16hJVm_EAJ:www.bermanmusicfoundation.org/cdrev09.htm+Bob+Alb
anese&cd=176&hl=de&ct=clnk&gl=de
BOB ALBANESE TRIO with IRA SULLIVAN
One Way/Detour
Zoho Music
A relative unknown, pianist Bob Albanese impresses mightily as composer and player on his Zoho Music debut,
“One Way/Detour.” He moves comfortably between a post-bop, mainstream style and an infectious Latin tinge.
His often-complex, percussive pianistics are ably accompanied by bassist Tom Kennedy and drummer Willard
Dyson, and six of the 10 tracks are further enhanced by the presence of the versatile Ira Sullivan on tenor and
soprano saxes, alto flute and percussion.
Albanese’s technique is immediately established with the quirky opener, “Major Minority,” as he explores all the
permutations of a melodic minor scale. Rescued from the dustbin of swing history is “Yesterday’s Gardenias,”
once associated with Glenn Miller. Here it gets a thorough brushing-off with Sullivan on tenor sax still swaggering
at age 76. The title track, “One Way/Detour,” is a devilishly difficult stop-time burner that, aptly, seems to be
moving in opposite directions simultaneously.
One of my personal favorite here is the surging samba “Morning Nocturne,” with beautiful chord changes, a
pulsating bass line and sizzling percussion by Dyson, with help from Sullivan. Albanese couples a lilting left-hand
with skittering right-hand improvisations on “Joyful Noise,” another Latin jazz winner which also features a
wonderful bass solo and impressive press rolls by Dyson.
Sullivan returns on alto flute to produce a lush, warm tone on the gorgeous rendition of Thelonious Monk’s “Ugly
Beauty.” Albanese’s solo is brief and understated, so this is a superb showpiece for Sullivan. “Waiting for
Louis” is a bright, snappy tune written as Albanese waited for his son to be born. The composer notes that he
had plenty of time to perfect the tune, as his wife remained in labor for almost two days!
Another gem is the brilliant pairing of Albanese with Sullivan, on soprano sax, for the ballad standard “Midnight
Sun.” These masterful musicians take their time in a dialogue that alternates between unison lines,
call-and-response, harmonic invention and even some well-placed discord. Albanese creates shimmering,
cascading lines as a lovely counterpoint to Sullivan’s melodic improvisations. Two combined takes of “Friendly
Fire” end the session with nearly 14 minutes of fast-paced group interplay and solo expression. Sullivan’s
burnished tone on tenor sax gives the extended piece plenty of authority.
The Zoho Music label has ascended rapidly to the top echelon of jazz record companies, with an impressive
roster of jazz artists, particularly in the mainstream and Latin jazz genres. Founded in 2003 by veteran music
producer Joachim Becker, it is the home of the excellent Dave Stryker-Steve Slagle Band, saxophonist Dave
Liebman, percussionist Ray Barretto, harmonica virtuoso Hendrik Meurkens, Arturo O’Farrill and his Afro-Latin
Jazz Orchestra, guitarist Carlos Barbosa-Lima and others. To that impressive list can now be added Bob
Albanese and “One Way/Detour.”
http://zzaj.freehostia.com/z89Reviews.htm
Bob Albanese Trio with Ira Sullivan - ONE WAY DETOUR: Only 3 of the total 10 cuts on this marvelously lively
CD are from others... all the rest are originals (mostly from Bob)... Albanese' piano is joined by bass from Tom
Kennedy, Willard Dyson on drums & some superb sax & flute work from Ira Sullivan. It's one of the most
"straight-ahead" jazz albums I've heard in 2009, yet avoids all semblance of the dreaded (& often disgusting)
watered-down "smooth jazz" stuff that many stations have attempted to force down our gullets. I am most
pleasantly reminded of some of the Stan Getz albums I listened to early on as I listen to Ira's reeds against Bob's
jumpin' keyboards on "Yesterday's Gardenias" (one of my favorites on the CD)... the tune is filled with life and
will bring you "up" from wherever your down was. It's a Monk piece that really captures my ears, though,
"Ugly Beauty", featuring absolute silk-touch keyboards matched with truly sweet flute from Sullivan... the pace
alone will put you in the "jazz mood" that fans of the genre worldwide are always seeking out. A track that just
SMOKES is "Friendly Fire" demonstrates just how tightly the group is able to play; in fact, this whole CD takes
me back to the days when each new album was a "discovery", not hackneyed lines that any preset could play for
the "player"... there are fresh lines in each of the ten tracks, the kind that will make you sit up & take note each
time (hundreds, probably) you listen to the CD. This one gets a MOST HIGHLY RECOMMENDED, & I predict
you will be hearing many more albums from Bob over the next couple of years... oh, you still have time to order
yours, as the "official" street date is 4 April, 2009 get more information at www.bobalbanese.com Rotcod Zzaj

http://www.rivetingriffs.com/bob_albanese_trio.htm

http://www.allaboutjazz.com/php/article.php?id=32676

CD Review: http://www.tomhull.com/blog/archives/20090525.html

Bob Albanese Trio with Ira Sullivan: One Way/Detour (2008 [2009], Zoho): Piano trio plus spare
wheel -- Sullivan plays tenor sax on three cuts, soprano sax on one, alto flute on one, and percussion
on one more, leaving the trio to their own devices on 4 of 10. Albanese is a pianist, based in New
York since 1980 -- don't know how old he is, or where he came from. First album; not many side
credits -- first AMG lists is 1991. Mainstream bebopper -- one review I've seen likens him to Red
Garland, and I'm not going to try to improve on that. Wrote 7 of 10 pieces, with one from Monk, one
from Hampton, and one called "Yesterday's Gardenias" by guys I don't recognize. Sullivan goes back
further: in the liner notes, Ira Gitler talks about hearing Sullivan blow trumpet in 1949. AMG has a
picture of a fairly young Sullivan with trumpet, but his main axe has long been tenor sax. Cut a
couple records in the 1950s, a Bird Lives! in 1962, a fairly productive stretch from 1975-82, not
much since. He helps out here, especially on tenor sax. B+(**)

Review on Jazz.com dated 3/4/09
http://www.jazz.com/music/2009/3/4/bob-albanese-friendly-fire

Review on Jazz.com dated 3/4/09
http://www.jazz.com/music/2009/3/4/bob-albanese-midnight-sun

Midwest Record Review
- 3/6/09
http://www.midwestrecord.com/2009/03/06/030609/
ZOHO BOB ALBANESE TRIO/One Way Detour: One of those piano jazz trio dates
that you just have to get out of the way and let happen. Albanese has played
with everyone and surrounds himself with some cats that have played with
everyone else. Then he brings in Ira Sullivan as a guest to really make sure you
are listening to the history of jazz in these grooves. The kind of cat that restores
a positive light to terms like ‘mainstream jazz’, it hits, it hits hard and your ears
will dig everything that’s going on. Hot stuff. 200905
Volume 32/Number 126 March 6, 2009 MIDWEST RECORD 830 W. Route 22
#144 Lake Zurich, IL., 60047 CHRIS SPECTOR, Editor and Publisher ©2009
Midwest Record
http://www.allmusic.com/cg/amg.dll?p=amg&sql=10:dzfqxze0ldse~T1

http://www.jazzreview.com/cd/review-20449.html
CD Title: One Way/Detour
Year: 2009
Record Label: Zoho Music
Style: Straight-Ahead / Classic
Musicians: Rob Albanese - piano, Tom Kennedy - bass, Willard Dyson - drums, and
special guest Ira Sullivan - tenor saxophone, soprano saxophone, alto flute and
percussion
Review: Pianist Rob Albanese and saxophonist Ira Sullivan join forces on One
Way/Detour, supported by bassist Tom Kennedy and drummer Willard Dyson. The title of
the album is an oxymoron, two words that are complete opposites as “one way” refers to
having only one option and the term “detour” meaning having an alternative route. This
theme of presenting oxymorons that are a part of life is scattered throughout the album
like in the song titles of “Major Minority,” “Morning Nocturne,” “Joyful Noise,” “Midnight
Sun,” “Friendly Fire,” and the group’s cover of Thelonious Monk’s “Ugly Beauty.” The
group interprets human stories into music form on One Way/Detour showing that
oxymoron themes are indeed an integral part of life, and even make people’s lives more
interesting by breaking through those moments of static existence.
The album unfurls with the jolly canter of “Major Minority” looped in arching bass lines
and twittering keyboard patterns, which shift into a daydreamy aura in “Yesterday’s
Gardenias” wafting leisurely in dusty saxophone puffs and loosely tied beats. The bopping
motions of Albanese’s piano keys in the title track lay the foundation for the bulging drum
strikes and bass lines which grope up and down the music scale. The group is astute at
creating lush harmonies, always working with each other and moving in the same
direction like in the samba thrusts of “Morning Nocturne” sprinkled in gleeful keyboards
squats. The group also has a proclivity for making happy sonic creations, which tell
stories based on oxymoron themes.
The buffed acoustics of “Joyful Noise” have an elegant strut with candle-light flickers
permeating from the glittery piano keys, while the anxious tempo of “Waiting For Louis”
is fitted with rapidly skittering keys and clanking drumbeats as the center remains a
steady calm like the eye of a hurricane. Albanese tells in the liner notes that “I wrote this
tune while I was waiting for my son to be born.” The group’s interpretation of Thelonious
Monk’s tune “Ugly Beauty” displays their technical approach to making choices for their
arrangements. Albanese enlightens the listener in the liner notes that the 7th interval in
the lower register is mirrored in the upper register as the group implements a Locrian
natural 2 scale. The result stimulates the finer senses in the listener, another recurring
theme throughout the album. The group’s cover of Lionel Hamilton’s “Midnight Sun” is
powered by a soft shower of piano keys over the lounging rhythmic strokes which are
transformed into a fiery trail of drum strikes along “Friendly Fire.” No matter how
boisterous or sedate the group sounds, their pieces are always amenably phrased and
fitted harmoniously.
One Way/Detour allows the group to indulge in creative juxtapositions that implement
symmetrical patterns and opposites that compliment each other’s traits. Albanese’s
previous experiences working with ensembles in jazz, Latin, World, classical, and theater
categories came through on One Way/Detour exhibiting a non-prejudicial judgment about
where to take the arrangements. Though the album is streamlined for a straight-ahead
jazz format, the group exhibit’s a breadth of freedom that is inspiring and makes people

want to re-think any prejudices they have may about straight-ahead forms. Tracks:
Major Minority, Yesterday’s Gardenias, One Way/Detour, Morning Nocturne, Joyful Noise,
Ugly Beauty, Waiting For Louis, Midnight Sun, Friendly Fire, More Friendly Fire Record
Label Website: http://www.zohomusic.com Artist's Website:
http://www.bobalbanese.com Listen : www.amazon.com/One-Way-Detour-IraSullivan/dp/B001VQIAPY/ref=sr_1_12?ie=UTF8&s=d Reviewed by: Susan Frances 

http://www.thisisbooksmusic.com/?s=one+way+detour
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http://www.jsojazzscene.org/cdreviews.htm

